RLDatix Access Training
How to access the RLDatix system

HIPAA Compliance Webpage
User instructions and the icon to access the new RLDatix system are available on the HIPAA Compliance webpage at: https://hipaa.ouhsc.edu/. Click on the HIPAA RLD icon to launch the application and enter a HIPAA complaint/incident:

*The HIPAA Privacy Complaint Form is for manually documenting a HIPAA complaint.
HIPAA RLDatix Icon

1. Click on the HIPAA RLDatix icon to access the application.
2. Enter your OU username and password:

3. Read the log-in announcement and click Close:
HIPAA RLDatix User Instructions
Click on RLD Info to access user training information:

- RLD-Access Training
- RLD-Submitter Training
- RLD-Anonymous Submitter Training
- RLD-Manager Training
- RLD IT Assistance